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President’s Report

By Alan Clayton

Success Built on Partnership
A large part of the success achieved by the Friends of the Helmeted Honeyeater
over the past three decades has been due to the strength of our partnerships.
These have never been taken for granted and it is perhaps fitting to remember and honour some of
these major partnerships.
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From the outset, the cornerstone partnership with Zoos Victoria, particularly in relation to the captive
breeding programme at Healesville Sanctuary and the input of a wide range of Zoos Victoria
personnel to the work of the Helmeted Honeyeater Recovery Team, has been a pivotal relationship.
This has been an evolving relationship, including the crucial work associated with genetic rescue and
the efforts to improve post-release survival through predator awareness training at the Sanctuary.
Our partners at Zoos Victoria have always been prepared to go above and beyond the call of duty.
This was recently demonstrated by their prompt and generous action to secure the necessary
support for the extension of the Field Assistance programme to new release sites following the recent
record release of captively-bred birds. A huge shout-out to Dan Harley and Chris Hartnett for their
magnificent efforts in this regard. Similarly, the land managers of the Yellingbo Nature Conservation
Reserve, Parks Victoria, have, over the three decades of our operations, been staunch supporters.
The relationship with Parks Victoria has never been stronger than at present. I meet regularly with
Jack Dinkgreve, Parks Victoria’s Area Chief Ranger for our patch and he is unfailingly helpful and
cooperative and facilitates any agreed actions extremely promptly. He also has a deep knowledge of
conservation land management and fire management practices which greatly inform and advance
our joint endeavours. At Yellingbo we have, for a long period, had a series of Rangers who are
largely dedicated to working in and around the Reserve. None have surpassed the efforts of our
current Ranger, Simon Dent. Simon is extremely diligent and takes a very proactive approach to
seeing and dealing with issues. He works very closely with our Environmental Coordinator, Mel
Birtchnell, and with our Nursery Manager, Michelle Faram. Recently with Mel, Simon surveyed the
system of internal tracks around the Reserve and they are jointly planning a realignment, in places, of
tracks which will add to the habitat restoration values and enhance the effectiveness of fire risk
management. Nothing is too much trouble for Simon and we value our interactions with him
immensely, including his wicked sense of humour.
Our relationship with the Department of Environment, Land, Water and Planning (DELWP) is most
strikingly represented by our ornithologist, Bruce Quin, who is a DELWP employee. Bruce is ‘Mr
Helmeted Honeyeater’ and has provided extraordinary and amazing service over more than 26 years
and is the international authority on anything pertaining to the Helmeted Honeyeater. We have also
benefited from support, over the years from a number of DELWP (in its current or former incarnations)
officers, including Merryn Kelly. Melbourne Water has been a constant and amazing partner, both in
the level and consistency of their support. This has been assisted by the fact that, over the decades,
there has been an impressive continuity in the personnel with whom we are dealing. This includes
Dan Robertson, Edwina Manifold, Sarah Gaskill and, more recently, Sarah Gregor. Unlike some other
agencies, where there is an almost continual and continuous merry-go-round of staff, Melbourne
Water has been able to retain a cohort of extremely talented and experienced officers. The
sophistication of the hydrology work that Melbourne Water is overseeing in the Cockatoo Creek
Swamp, in association with Joe Greet (from the University of Melbourne) and others is extremely
impressive. Similarly, so is their long-term support for funding habitat restoration work and ongoing
support of this work with subsequent weed control action. They have also been invaluable supporters
of work that has been identified as important by our project officer, Gaye Gadsden, in our flagship
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‘Yellingbo to Butterfield’ project along the Woori Yallock Creek along with Macclesfield, Monbulk and
John’s Hill Landcare groups.
With respect to increasing the area of suitable habitat available for Helmeted Honeyeaters, we have
had a long-standing partnership with Trust for Nature (TFN). The face of TFN in guiding many of
these purchases has been Ben Cullen. Through Ben, the Friends of the Helmeted Honeyeater
recently hosted a half-day visit by all the TFN Trustees, together with senior staff. The Port Phillip
and Westernport Catchment Management Authority are more recent partners, but they have also
been extremely important in us being able to extend the size of the Reserve, through strategic land
purchase, and to enhance the quality of habitat through supporting restoration efforts. We are
particularly indebted to the passionate work of Kacie Melfie and Corinne Mays.
Likewise, the Shire of Yarra Ranges (again in its current and former incarnations) has been an
important ongoing partner, including its support of the Nursery through its ‘Ribbons of Green’
programme and in many other ways.
Since the Friends gained Deductible Gift Recipient (DGR) status in 2016 we have
been assisted by the generous support of a number of philanthropic bodies. These
include The Myer Foundation, the Helen McPherson Smith Trust, The R E Ross
Trust, the Australian Communities Foundation and Equity Trustees. As well as
these formal philanthropic bodies, special mention must be made of the
remarkable contribution, over many years, by Peter Hannaford and Jeanne Wilcox
through the Judith Eardley Save Wildlife Association (JESWA). This amazing
local philanthropic effort of JESWA has contributed to major additions of land to the
Reserve, most recently that of the Bilagal property. Since winding up JESWA, Peter
continues to support the Friends and other conservation
efforts through his new on-line operation, Together4Wildlife.

To all our partners, we salute and
thank you -Alan

Out in the Field
By Bruce Quin

Helmeted Honeyeater 2019/2020 Breeding Season
The 2019/2020 breeding season for Helmeted Honeyeaters at Yellingbo
Nature Conservation Reserve has been unusual to date. Some pairs that
have already produced fledglings have subsequent clutches of eggs, while
other pairs have apparently produced no eggs to date. This has resulted in lower reproductive output
than what was anticipated for this stage of the breeding season. However, new pairs are still forming
and the relatively high rainfall before and during the first half of the 2019/2020 breeding season
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should lead to an extended breeding season. 21 breeding pairs and 17
fledglings have been confirmed so far. Several Helmeted Honeyeaters
have apparently had altercations with predators this breeding season.
Three males have had disarranged or missing feathers on one side and
one was also missing most or all secondary feathers on his left wing. In
one instance, the scuffle apparently took place at the nest site – feathers
were found around the nest and on the ground below. Fortunately, that
male and the other two have survived. Several nests with eggs have been
abandoned this season, but the latest clutch was rescued before the
embryos had died. These eggs are currently in an incubator at
Healesville Sanctuary awaiting suitable foster opportunities back in the

Egg candling- a method used on a
Yellingbo egg to determine if it is fertile
and the age of the embryo
Image: A Silcocks

wild. There was also drama at another nest! A big Blackwood fell over
and the top of its canopy ended up about 1 metre from the nest and within the nest shrub. This would
have presumably given the nest shrub a big jolt and while a fledgling was produced, an unhatched
egg weeping yolk was also collected from the nest.

2019 Release of Captive-bred Helmeted Honeyeaters and Genetic Rescue
Reiterating from my previous HeHo Herald article, the new aspects of the
2019 releases of captive-bred birds into Yellingbo NCR were in some
instances: new sites; hard releases [birds released without
acclimatisation in an on-site (Yellingbo) aviary]; release of the subspecies
gippslandicus (Yellow-tufted Honeyeater) and hybrids (progeny of
Helmeted Honeyeaters cassidix – gippslandicus crosses) and backcrosses (progeny of cassidix – hybrid crosses). The 2019 release
program occurred over a three–week period, between 15th August and
5th September and a total of 36 birds were released across five sites.
Mostly genetic rescue birds were released into existing Helmeted
Honeyeater colonies in the hope that they will gain breeding positions

Two abandoned viable eggs at Yellingbo,
subsequently rescued. Grey patches on
and above the nest are feather indicating
a scuffle at the nest.
Image: B Quin

during the 2019/2020 breeding season and thus re-commence the low level of gippslandicus genetic
influence in Yellingbo Helmeted Honeyeaters. A creek system where Helmeted Honeyeaters
occurred naturally until the late 1970’s was used for the release of 11 birds, including nine Helmeted
Honeyeaters. At the re-created site, one female was found dead on a road adjacent to Yellingbo NCR
by Yellingbo CFA Volunteers Fiona and Craig, apparently hit by a car. However, a pairing of
Helmeted Honeyeaters also exists at this location and Amy Tipton recorded the female apparently
incubating eggs on 20th November.

So Helmeted Honeyeaters are breeding for the first time at this site in about 40 years!
Another female released at this site has been recorded twice at a Cockatoo Swamp colony. However,
Helmeted Honeyeater movement has also occurred in the opposite direction because a 2018
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Cockatoo Swamp release bird has found his way to this other creek! The 2017 reintroduction site for
Helmeted Honeyeaters is located at the confluence of Cockatoo Swamp and a major tributary. This
site was used again this year and two pairings (in the wild) comprise the former captive pairing of a
Licola gippslandicus male and cassidix female. A third pair at this site comprises a hybrid male and
a wild cassidix female. Egg laying has been confirmed for two of these pairs, but successful
breeding is yet to occur. On yet another Yellingbo NCR creek system, following this year’s release,
two pairings comprise a wild male cassidix and an outcross (hybrid/backcross) female. Egg laying
has been confirmed for one of these pairs, but successful breeding is yet to occur.
Overall, 20 of the release birds from the 2019 releases have been seen during mid-November. Five
pairs in the wild have been identified that comprise a Helmeted Honeyeater and a genetic rescue
bird. Three of these pairs are known to have produced eggs/chicks, but none have produced
fledglings yet. Four gippslandicus collected from
Noojee State Forest in May 2019 are continuing the
genetic rescue work, with each paired in captivity with
a Helmeted Honeyeater. One of these pairings has
produced viable eggs and we hope that fledglings will be
produced during the second half of the breeding season. An

Many thanks for the wonderful work that
Volunteers do for the Recovery Program,
including to those who helped us achieve the
largest release of birds from captivity that the
Recovery Program has seen -Bruce

update will be provided in the next He Ho Herald.

Reveg Rambles

By Richard Case

The 8th of September began with low cloud, sunny breaks and drizzle. Picking up
the tools, we headed out to a Birds-to-Butterfield community planting in Macclesfield,
a great little site on the banks of the Woori. We put in 200 trees and shrubs with about 15 people but
the plants had to be individually guarded against deer, so that slowed us down a bit. A Fantailed
Cuckoo was calling, my first for the season, as well as the usual bush birds and a Striped Marsh Frog
Our Spring-time wanderings included planting, seed collecting

from a nearby farm dam. All finished

and weeding. And of course, bird watching! - Richard

by lunch time, delicious soup
provided for the group. After lunch

the weather “came in”, colder and increasing rain, so we headed out to Cockatoo Creek to check on
the planting of the 14th of July. The area is guarded by a fence covering a large area but even so
there were tracks of deer, wombat, wallaby and fox. Many of the plants had been browsed but the
stems still looked OK at this stage. Some had been pulled out of the ground by the animals, these we
replanted. Any other dodgy looking ones we found were also replanted. We came across lots of
native rat burrows I hadn’t noticed before. In this habitat they were probably Swamp Rats but
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perhaps a faint chance that they were Bush Rats. The rain increased on the Reveg Group Scale from
Horrible to Chucking It Down and so we left.
The 13th of October was much nicer, with high cloud, sunny and cool. We headed down to our
Montpellier Broom weeding patch. It takes a while to search thoroughly and between us we collected
about 1/8 of a bag. We started weeding this patch in 2007 and we haven’t let it set seed since. So the
new ones coming up are from seed that has been in the soil for at least 12 years. Pam found three
broken duck eggs and some nesting material on the ground, under a hollow in a big Manna Gum.
Some later research showed they were Wood Duck eggs, but what tragedy of the bush destroyed the
nest? Moving on, we looked for and eventually found a

Reveg Dates

grove of Swamp Paperbark growing in one of our reveg
areas. We collected quite a lot of seed, three bags raw

Sunday 8th December

down to one bag after the pre-clean. This one can be

Sunday 12th January

Cuckoo was calling nearby and we saw a Rufous Whistler

Sunday 9th February
st

Sunday 1 March

difficult to collect as it is often tall and out of reach. A Pallid
singing his heart out. On the way back, Common Froglets
were calling from the drainage line and a Rufous Fantail
called from Shaw Road Wetland. In the afternoon we
collected a lot of Black She Oak seed, three bags when
combined. There were some interesting plants growing

All events start at 10am from the Nursery
1217 Macclesfield Rd
(Melway Map 305 G11)
All reveg events are automatically cancelled if winds are
forecast to reach gusts of 50 kph or severe, extreme, total
fire ban or code red are forecast for the Central District.
Please check with the Bureau of Meteorology at 5pm the
day before.

here in the more open areas: Common Heath (white),
Prickly Broom-heath, Tall Sundew, an orchid and Little
Grass-tree forming new flowers. A Pobblebonk called from
a dam. Ian spotted a pair of Grey Fantails and their nest,
high in the trees. Back at the Nursery, while pre-cleaning
the seed, a Swamp Harrier was seen doing its display flight
away up in the sky. A nice way to end the day.
The 10th of November was a cool day with low cloud and a

light breeze after a rainy week. The grass in the paddocks has really sprung up after the earlier warm
and wet conditions. The Reserve was closed the previous day due to the wind forecast for the
Central District so we decided to start by looking for fallen Eucalypt branches (and seed). We went
over to Cockatoo Creek and followed the Old Boundary Track. In the end we didn’t find any branches
down on this section of the track so tried to look out for future seed sources. The Scented Paperbark
is flowering nicely and the Milkmaids are in bloom. A Crimson Rosella peered out from a tree hollow
as its mate looked on. There were many low-hanging Mountain Swamp Gum with seed but the
swamp was too wet, try again in late summer? And then, a black and white flash from the edge of the
track. Two male White-winged Trillers foraging from about 3m high down to near ground level and
only 15m away from us. What a treat!
We went down Woori Yallock Creek in the afternoon, looking for seeds and weeds. Common Froglets
were calling everywhere throughout the day but no other frogs. A Reed Warbler called at Burrungma
Bik. The creek was running high but receding. We spent a pleasant time weeding the Billabong
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Angled Onion patch, getting about ¼ of a bag. Mozzies can be a problem here but not today. Next,
we weeded the Shaw Road Angled Onion patch. Just a few here. We started this in 2006 and it is
almost complete. Finally, a check of the Vim Alley Watsonia patch. We began weeding this in 2003
and it was last seen in 2015.

Victory!

A privileged role

By Sue Tardif & Amy Tipton
Sharing the HeHo World

You would have read in Bruce Quin’s ‘Out in the Field’ article about the latest news on
the August-September release of captive bred Helmeted Honeyeaters into Yellingbo Nature
Conservation Reserve (YNCR). As Bruce mentioned in the last HeHo Herald and prior to the captive
release, “…an enormous amount of work by numerous people (volunteers and agency staff) has
been required to develop and implement the program…”
I’ve just finished collating the hours contributed by volunteers and a team of DELWP staff who
provided extra help in the two months after the releases. I was (more than) a bit surprised to find the
field time required after the release was more than 81% above the average in a ‘normal’ August and
over 22% more than average in September.

Wow!

1,254

850
hours

hours

What do we learn from this?

Amongst other things, the recent appointment of Amy Tipton
to a 12-month contract position that supports this phase of
the recovery is well and truly needed. As we now turn our

attention to planning for the 2020 release of captive bred Helmeted Honeyeaters, Amy shares some
her YNCR story with you below. Welcome Amy!

by Amy Tipton

I have been involved in the field assistant program since 2016 and have just
completed a Bachelor of Environmental Science (Specialising in Land and
Conservation Management) at Charles Sturt University. In addition to the Heho

program, I am a long-term volunteer for the Eastern Yellow Robin project at Monash. I have been
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fortunate enough to participate in a number of avian studies abroad and gain a better
understanding of the threats faced by birds in various countries, across varying climatic
gradients. After taking a short break from study, I hope to continue on to research our
feathered friends (don’t ask me which species yet"). Three years into my involvement as
a field assistant and I still cannot believe how fortunate we all are to be a part of such a
successful and dedicated conservation program. Few places in Victoria (I would argue
Australia) are as special as YNCR, particularly this time of year. Keeping your eyes
peeled to the sides of the track rewards you with beautiful wildflowers this time of year
such as the Grass Trigger-plant Stylidium graminifolium. As the name suggests, when
an insect lands on the flower a trigger is set, covering the insect in pollen. What a crafty
mechanism for pollination.

For those of you who have never seen this in action, visit www.youtube.com/watch?v=pg1k_mXes_E
In addition to the abundance of flowering plants in the reserve this time of year, what a delight it is to
see the busy activities of our avian friends (not just hehos). I have been most fortunate to lay eyes on
a newly fledged Bassian Thrush. While they are not a particularly uncommon sight in the reserve,
they are by nature a cryptic species with very impressive camouflage. When I stopped to take
pleasure in seeing this newly fledged Bassian Thrush busying itself in a puddle on the track (under
the very watchful eye of an equally camouflaged adult female), I wondered about what this species
sounds like. In all the times I have seen a Bassian Thrush, I can’t remember having ever heard a
song or call. That brings me to xeno canto. Xeno canto is a worldwide citizen science project, that
acts as a repository for bird calls and song from all over the world (a very useful tool). See below a
sonograph of the Bassian Thrush’s song;

Coordinator’s Column
By Melanie Birtchnell
Hello Friends!
Wow! What a busy – and wet - Spring we just enjoyed! Thousands of plants have been planted this
Spring and have had a lovely opportunity to send their roots down before the Summer months arrive.
Most of these plants have been planted into Burrungma Biik, adjacent to the ‘3.2 hectares’ near the
confluence of the Woori Yallock and Cockatoo Creeks at Yellingbo. The site has been cleared horse
paddocks for a long time but now will provide a great and important extension to the habitat around
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the confluence. Our planting site at Parslows Bridge has been underwater for some months now,
owing to the wonderful rain, so we look forward to resuming planting there when the water recedes!
Hundreds of volunteers have assisted to support our vital work over the past few months – each has
left knowing more about the Helmeted Honeyeater, threatened species conservation and the world
around them…and with a feeling of satisfaction they have been part of the solution by helping restore
future habitat.
This year’s Helmeted Honeyeater Ambassador programme has just
concluded. The four Ambassadors this year were from Berwick Lodge
Primary School. They enjoyed their Ambassador journey so much and
were grateful to have been selected from a pool of quite inspiring and
creative applications submitted by their fellow Grade 4 and 5
classmates. We really enjoyed our time together! The Ambassador
Programme is free-of-charge and involves selected students (the
Ambassadors) visiting Yellingbo Nature Conservation Reserve on
three occasions. The first visit involves experiencing and learning
about the Helmeted Honeyeater’s natural habitat, learning about
Our 2019 Helmeted Honeyeater
Ambassadors. What fun we had, learning
about caring!
Image: M Birtchnell

ecosystems and biodiversity, and coming to understand threatening
processes and ways to try to conserve species. The second visit sees
the students spend a day in the nursery, learning plant propagation

skills (great skills for life!). The third visit is a habitat restoration day where the students plant
hundreds of plants for future habitat. There is a fourth excursion: to Healesville Sanctuary where the
students have the rare and precious opportunity to learn about the Helmeted Honeyeater Captive
Breeding Programme that has been such a huge success in the species’ recovery. After each
excursion, the Ambassadors find ways to communicate their learnings to the broader school
community, helping educate others about the Helmeted Honeyeater and conservation. The
Ambassador programme has been successful for many years now. This year, to celebrate the efforts
of those students who applied to be an Ambassador but were not successful, Mrs Sandra McCrum
(AP at Berwick Lodge Primary School) and I organised a planting event at the school and each
applicant planted several ‘Helmeted Honeyeater’ plants in their garden. The planting activity was
followed by a radio interview in which I was interviewed by the Ambassadors! It was a lovely way to
finish off the Ambassador Programme for 2019. I look forward to offering the Ambassador
programme to additional schools next year and meeting our next cohort of Ambassadors!
We have had some wonderful and important donations. Two examples of creative fundraising include
Oxley College, Lilydale and Geelong College, Geelong. Both schools visited the Reserve during
Spring and donated funds to help our work. Students from Oxley College intended to sell their
school-laid eggs but discovered eggs sales were problematic owing to health regulations, so they
made their eggs into lemon butter and sold jars of lemon butter to their school community! They
presented me with their donation in a giving-ceremony on the day of their visit. So lovely. Geelong
College students were so moved by their visit to the Reserve, they went back to school and
organised a special fundraising day, on which students could wear a ‘touch of yellow and black’ to
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raise awareness of the plight of the Helmeted Honeyeater. Students made a gold coin donation for
taking part and the school donated the proceeds of the day to the Friends of the Helmeted
Honeyeater. Their teacher, Will Johnston, fondly remembers visiting the Reserve and learning about
the Helmeted Honeyeater some decades ago ‘when he was a lad’ and now enables the Geelong
College students to visit so they can have their own experience with the Helmeted Honeyeater! Thank
you, Oxley College and Geelong College students, for your dedication to supporting us. Thank you to
all the schools, corporates and individuals who donate to us…your support really makes a difference!
Recent natural movement of Helmeted Honeyeaters throughout the landscape has been so
heartening! As the population continues to increase and expand, the Friends of the Helmeted
Honeyeater are looking for volunteers to assist us to increase and expand community knowledge of
this beautiful, critically endangered bird. We are building a team of community members who would
like to be Helmeted Honeyeater champions. For more information and ways to contribute, see
Dorothy’s With a little help from our friends article in edition. As always, if you and a group of friends
would like to organise a planting day to support our
recovery efforts for the Helmeted Honeyeater and

Best wishes for a safe and happy summer -Mel

these ecosystems, please contact me.

Nursery News
By Michelle Faram

The nursery has been buzzing over the past couple of months. Lots of plants have
been sent out for orders and revegetation days. Fantastic rain over the past month will
ensure an extension to the planting season in the Reserve. Plant sales have been good with lots of
visitors to the nursery. A spring clean is underway. Propagation of new plants is in full swing and new
stock holding areas are being created. The first area
on the southern side of our shade house has been
completed and the wire benches have been installed,
with the capacity for approximately 5,000 tubestock.
The second much larger area, next to igloo 1, is also
well underway. Special thanks must go to the owner of
Yarra Valley Quarries, Gary Cranny for generously
donating a large truckload of aggregate stone, which
is being used in these new areas. Thanks also to
volunteers Robin and Richard for their hard work in
getting the project completed. The new park benches
for the nursery volunteers finally arrived. Special thanks
go to Dorothy for her effort in securing the funding for
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A great turn out of our wonderful volunteers!

the new picnic benches for the nursery volunteers. The benches arrived in flat pack form and were
kindly put together and set in place by Robin, with help from other volunteers Pete and Ian. The
turnout of volunteers on all three nursery days has been fantastic, with a record number of 20 people
turning up to the nursery on Thursday 26th of September, during the school holidays. University
student Sarah completed 80 hours of volunteer work as part of her university studies and was a
fantastic addition to our nursery team during that time.
On the 10th September we had a visit from Rowan, Matt and Adam from Melbourne Water. They have
been asked to help us with our summer water issues by recommending ways to best utilize the water
we have available and ways to ensure our water security into the future, with the hope of avoiding last
year’s water purchases. Recently a rodent caused havoc with our germinating seed, eating the seed
and the seedlings as they emerged. The issue was not obvious at first, but we did wonder why some
species were not germinating as expected but it was then noticed that seedlings that had emerged
suddenly disappeared. The culprit, a brown rat, then turned to the pricked-out seedlings in the tubes
before eventually being caught. We have now installed an aviary around our propagation benches to
avoid this happening again. The end of another year is drawing near, so it is time to thank the
wonderful people who work so hard to ensure the nursery and the Friends are a success and that it is
an enjoyable place to be. Thanks to my fantastic assistant Shirley for her hard work throughout the
year and being able to take control when I am unavailable. Melanie B. our environmental coordinator
has seamlessly fitted in with the nursery to conduct planting days and school visits and been of great
assistance with administrative issues. I have made special mention of some of the volunteers who
have worked on special projects, but all the nursery volunteers are equally as important, and we
could not do the work without your help.

New picnic benches

New stock holding area

In Flower
Austral Clematis, Clematis aristata,
is now flowering (left).
Along with the Butterfly Flag,
Diplarrena moraea (right).
Images: M Faram
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Delivery of the donated aggregate

With a little help from our friends…can YOU
help? By Dorothy Scott
We have been fortunate to receive a grant of $15,000 from Equity Trustees (Hazel and Arthur Bruce
Bequest) to build on the Equity Trustees grant received in 2018 which focussed on volunteer
recruitment and retention.
This new project is concentrating on engaging communities within a 30km radius of Yellingbo Nature
Conservation Reserve. The objectives are to:

Educate communities about local
conservation and endangered species

Engage new members/volunteers for
the Friends of the Helmeted

Generate community support to

Honeyeater

advocate for conservation

If you live in this area and would be willing to distribute leaflets about the
Helmeted Honeyeater to places in your community such as cafes, libraries,

e) dorothy@avonsfield.com.au

community centres etc, I would love to hear from you by email or by phone.

p) 5968 4013

I have been doing this for the past year or so in Emerald and it is so easy. I just keep topping up the
leaflets in a couple of cafes, the library and the community house, and occasionally changing the
poster on a community noticeboard. And it works – it has already brought a few more people to
Friends of the Helmeted Honeyeater!
And watch out for us at local markets in 2020! In autumn, we will be hiring stalls at a number of
community markets to spread the word. We hope that the Friends of Leadbeaters Possum will be
joining us too – a combined effort on behalf of the two Faunal Emblems of Victoria, but also of course,
on behalf of all the fauna and flora in this special place called Yellingbo.

Yarra Ranges Landcare Network News

By Anne Fitzpatrick

Our recent AGM held in November in Lilydale was well attended with guest speaker, Colin Broughton
(Bush Heritage & Nillumbik Landcare Facilitator) providing an insight into the biodiversity planning
and adaptation being considered by Bush Heritage to Climate Change. Nine of our 12 member
groups were represented at our meeting and a healthy new committee of 8 was elected. In early
Spring, an update on the Yellingbo Conservation Area establishment was provided by agencies
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involved in delivery. Presentations were given by PPWCMA, DELWP and Parks Victoria with
representatives from a number of local Friends and Landcare groups present to hear progress and
have an opportunity to ask questions. In other news, Gardens for Wildlife continues to progress in
leaps and bounds, hitting 100 applications this year. I sit on the Committee to assist with planning
and delivery.
The Network with support from Council and Intrepid Landcare rolled out the
10th Landcare for Singles event on 29th September. 1000 semi-aquatic plants
were planted out by 21 willing single new Landcarers, to create a biofiltration
swale leading to the dam at Ecoss, in Wesburn. Pizza was cooked on site and
the second famous gumboot tossing competition was held with suitable
amounts of hilarity.
The Network delivered 2 Sustainable Property Management Training workshops
over Spring – Fencing 101 and an Introduction to Pasture Management.
Supported by Council, these workshops were targeted at new and smaller
landholders who have moved to the valley and to encourage Landcare
membership. They have been well attended and the Network will consider ways
to keep them rolling out in 2020.
The PPWCMA have recently run a 2-day training session for Landcare
facilitators spending time in the Moorabool and NatureWest Landcare
Networks. We heard from local Wadawurrung representatives, visited Mt
Rothwell Sanctuary and viewed works undertaken through the impressive
Grow West program.
Images: A Fitzpatrick

Some exciting initiatives have recently commenced with a couple of local groups. The Network has
been approached by the Yarra Valley Young Farmers group to see how we may work together to
impart Landcare skills to the new generation of local farmers. WAGS (Wabbit Action Group – Silvan)
have just gained support through the Victorian Blackberry Task Force to engage a project officer.
Aiming to engage with 20 properties in the central part of the Yarra Ranges, the project officer will
also raise awareness and upskill community through workshops. The fabulous work being done
across the Network area by volunteers is a constant source of positivity and re-assurance. Making a
difference in your local areas is adding to the bigger picture – chipping away at weeds, talking to that
neighbour about the wildflowers, listening to experts who dedicate hours in research, grinding away
at grant applications and putting up with the necessary wheels of bureaucracy.
Keep up the amazing work that you do! All the best for a
safe and happy Christmas and New Year! -Anne
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Beyond Yellingbo
By Gaye Gadsden
This past 6 months, our private land conservation work is being rapidly expanded to implement the
substantial funding Yarra Ranges Council secured from the DELWP Biodiversity Response program.
Some 80 people, (mostly local landholders), attended the Deer Forum at Rayners Orchard in Woori
Yallock on 4th October. Attendees learned more about the threats that deer pose to bushland,
waterways, pasture, fences and road safety. We got to share the Yellingbo to Butterfield Project film
and two of our landholders participating in the pest animal control program also spoke about their
experience of having professional shooters on their property.
The Deer Forum flyer was mailed to 400 properties surrounding the Reserve and the Woori Yallock
Creek corridor. The flyer included an invitation to work with me to improve conservation values on
their property. From this flyer, the forum and some doorknocking we have projects underway on 25
new properties. We are also doing follow up works on most of the original Y2B Yellingbo to Butterfield
Project properties. Melbourne Water continues to provide an enormous amount of support to this
work, funding several properties that did not fit within the area eligible for the DELWP program
funding.
It is very heartening to meet so many landholders that care about the future of our wildlife,
waterways and bushland. Merry Christmas -Gaye

This landholder is being funded to control the Blackberry
and Pittosporum that is invading downhill through this 20ha
significant remnant.
In just 9 months, new landholders have
removed all of the Blackberry by hand in
this gully remnant. We are now funding
fencing and Spanish Heath control to
further protect it.

Image: G Gadsden

We are now working with 54 private properties!

Image: G Gadsden
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Heho Gifts for Christmas
100% of proceeds go to on-ground projects to save our special bird

Promote Helmeted Honeyeater’s this Summer!
Stay sun smart and promote the Helmeted Honeyeater at the same time this Summer.
Featuring an embroidered Helmeted Honeyeater and 20cm wide brim, these canvas hats can
be purchased in bone or green.
Visit the website for purchase instructionswww.helmetedhoneyeater.org.au/shop-2/

Buying a gift from our merchandise range is a great way to contribute to on-ground conservation, show
your love and promote education of Helmeted Honeyeater.

It’s win-win!

To view the range of books, cards and clothing head to our website
www.helmetedhoneyeater.org.au/shop-2/

Thank-you

Donations are very important to us and help support the variety of
conservation activities FoHH undertakes for our special bird. So our
thanks go to the generosity of...

Noel Gross Wanallock CWA Kurt Ebert David Goodwin Brighth Roy WK Myer
Foundation Sue Bendel Alastair Davey SJ Pepper Kiara Mitchell Oxley Christian
College Robyn Laughlin Beth Kilgour Ritchies Stores and all those contributors to
stamp donations!

If you shop at IGA, you can nominate
FoHH on your Community Benefits
Card and 0.5% of your shopping
docket will be directed to us.

FoHH would like to acknowledge the
ongoing support from Yarra Ranges
Shire for printing and distribution of
the Heho Herald.

We wish all of our members a Merry Christmas and Happy New Year
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Contacts
Friends of the Helmeted Honeyeater Office & Nursery
Address 1217 Macclesfield Road, Yellingbo 3139
Post PO Box 131 Woori Yallock 3139
p 5964 8341
e info@helmetedhoneyeater.org.au
www.helmetedhoneyeater.org.au

Committee Members
President Alan Clayton e) president@helmetedhoneyeater.org.au Vice President Gretchen
Szabat Secretary Stephen Garth e) secretary@helmetedhoneyeater.org.au Treasurer
Suzanne Cox e) treasurer@helmetedhoneyeater.org.au General Members Bruce Quin,
Robin Young, Sue Bendel, Richard Case, Mariea Pacheco

Support roles
DELWP Ornithologist Bruce Quin Works & Reveg Coordinator Richard Case Nursery
Manager Michelle Faram e) plantnursery@helmetedhoneyeater.org.au Webmaster Stephen
Garth e) webmaster@helmetedhoneyeater.org.au Environmental Coordinator Melanie
Birtchnell e) environmentalcoordinator@helmetedhoneyeater.org.au Merchandise Sue
Bendel Field Volunteer Coordinator Sue Tardif Fundraising Coordinator Dorothy Scott e)
dorothy@avonsfield.com.au Landcare Facilitator Anne Fitzpatrick m) 0488 766 113 e)
facilitator@yrl.org.au Newsletter Editor Melanie Treweek Dunn e)
newsletter@helmetedhoneyeater.org.au

FoHH respectfully acknowledge the Wurundjeri People as the Traditional Custodians of the lands
known as Yellingbo Nature Conservation Reserve. We recognise their continuing connection to
land, water and wildlife and pay our respect to Elders past, present and emerging.
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